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My talk
• Introduction to the Moxon antenna


• Origins in HF, still useful above 50MHz


• Historical origin of the Moxon antenna - initially not driven 
by electromagnetic considerations at all


• Comparison to two element Yagi-Uda antenna


• Other derivatives of Moxon antenna


• Questions and, I hope, answers at end



The Moxon Antenna is a two element parasitic array 
with good gain, excellent directivity and 50 Ohm feed 

The director-to-reflector spacing can be varied without 
significantly impacting the current in the reflector by 

varying the director tip-to-reflector tip spacing 



Origins of the Moxon lie in a 
weather destroyed cubical quad

Photo courtesy 
of WD9DLC 

with thanks and 
sympathies



VK2ABQ’s solution to a 
twisted cubical quad

From Electronics 
Australia,  

October 1973 

The VK2ABQ 
antenna gained 
some popularity 
in Australia. After 
publication of the 
antenna in the 
RadCom 
Technical Topics 
column by Pat 
Hawker, G3VA, it 
also gained 
popularity in  
Great Britain. 



G6XN, Les Moxon, realized that with narrower 
element spacing and wider end-to-end element 
spacing, gain and directivity could be improved    

G6XN published his antenna in 
his “HF Antennas for all 

Locations” and in several 
Articles in “Ham Radio” 

magazine (RIP)  



Moxon’s evolution of the 
VK2ABQ Square

• Moxon realized that the 
spacing of the VK2ABQ was 
too wide for optimum gain


• He also realized that by 
feeding both elements he 
could have an instantly 
reversible beam; and by 
inserting a reactance in one 
feedline he could tune the 
element to change directivity

From “The ARRL Antenna Book”, 
13th edition, 1974 

Figure 4-35



Moxon antenna as it appears in “HF 
Antennas for all Locations” 

Moxon bodged up his modifications to the VK2ABQ 
on an old clothesline frame and fed both elements



W4RNL further refined the 
Moxon and gave it its name



W4RNL made significant contributions to the 
development of the Moxon by further optimizing it and 

gave it its name in a series of Internet Antenna analyses  

• L. B. Cebik, W4RNL, realized that 
G6XN’s antenna, although better than 
VK2ABQ’s antenna, could be further 
optimized


• Cebik also increased the spacing and 
went to a true parasitic array


• He optimized the antenna with respect 
to the end-to-end spacing and realized 
that spacing was critical to the success 
of the Moxon


• He was the first to call the antenna a 
Moxon, and his analyses received wide 
(and free) distribution, largely due to the 
internet  



The Moxon rectangle after 
W4RNL optimization

0.363 wavelengths

0.068 wavelength

0.010 wavelength

0.055 wavelength



Shintaro Uda, left, and Hidetsugu Yagi, right, realized that 
currents in multielement antenna arrays could be induced by 
mutual coupling with a single element driven, instead of 
phasing networks driving multiple elements with multiple 
feedlines



Contrasts between Moxon antenna and a 
conventional driven element—reflector 

Yagi-Uda antenna
• The Yagi-Uda antenna relies on mutual coupling between the driven element 

and the parasitic element to produce currents in the parasitic element


• This coupling decreases as spacing is increased, so it is impossible to 
independently vary spacing and the currents in the elements


• As a result, the best antenna patterns, ones with high antenna directivity and 
high gain, are not achievable as they usually require the currents in the antenna 
to be the same


• The Moxon Rectangle also relies on the mutual coupling between the driven 
element and the parasitic element to produce currents in the parasitic element, 
but in addition to the element-to-element mutual coupling, there is the tip-to-tip 
coupling which, depending on the spacing, can be very high


• Thus, one can vary the spacing and the coupling independently in the Moxon  
rectangle and achieve good gain with high directivity



Nice sharp patterns are 
characteristic of driven arrays
• Such patterns, with sharp 

nulls are straightforward to 
come by with both elements 
driven


• Currents can be made the 
same and phasing adjusted


• On the other hand, the 2 
element Yagi-Uda patterns 
have shallow nulls and often a 
lot of radiation integrated over 
the rear of the antenna



Azimuthal Patterns of two element Moxon 
and Yagi-Uda antennas, both  designed by 

DK7ZB for six meters



You can generate a Moxon for any frequency 
using MoxGen also on line Moxon calculators

< https://ac6la.com/moxgen1.html >

https://ac6la.com/moxgen1.html


N2MH Moxon simply made 
from 3/4 inch aluminum angle



Variations on a theme - 
antennas derived from 

Moxon Rectangles



Adding a closely coupled director on a 
second band for a multiband Moxon/Yagi

• Although Moxon’s original  beam 
was for three bands, multiband 
Moxons are notoriously hard to tune 
due to interactions. 


• Close coupling to the driven 
element of a Yagi is a solution that 
works better than connecting 
together the driven elements of 
Moxon


• Here is an example from PY4ZBZ 
for 2M/70cm - more on the web


• 50MHz/70MHz combinations are 
popular in countries that have that 
band. 



GW3YDX added a pair of Moxon 
coupled directors to a single Moxon 

cell to increase gain





Reversible Moxon
• The physical lengths of both elements are 

the same as the director in a normal Moxon


• Feed line length provides reactance to 
make one element a reflector


• Feed line needs to provide about 75 Ohms 
of inductive reactance to reflector


• 56.5 degrees shorted line


• 145 degrees open line


• Add 180 degrees to these lengths to 
reach radio if feed line is short


• Relay can provide short or open


• AA2NN developed this design



Moxons from the Web



Questions?


